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Welcome!

Did you know...
Feature Focus
Our Partner WINS!
Staff pet pic!

Welcome to the fourth edition of our UnifiMD
monthly newsletter, powered by CHS! Inside we
will discuss...

DID YOU KNOW...

Our next UnifiMD Partner
Quarterly Meeting is Thursday,
January 21st at 12:00EST
We can perform CureMD data
extractions
We have live Centricity PM
integration
Our NC HealthConnex HIE
integration is in final texting phase
We have almost 2 dozen UnifiMD
VAR Partners
We have integrated  lab results
with LabCorp, Quest, CPL, and
BayState
We have the tightest telehealth
integration with live video and
notes inside  the patients chart 
We have a direct connection to
DrFirst, no MICRO Services
We have our own direct account
with Updox and have access to
additional services that you can
offer



Appointment reminders,
no more no-shows.
2-way texting, reduce call
volume and hold time.
Waitlist notifications,
quickly fill openings to
optimize revenue.
Recalls, patient outreach
to fill gaps in care and
retain patients. Meet
points for MIPS
Patient surveys, improve
your practice with patient
feedback.
Online reviews, improve
your online reputation
which will help grow your
practice.

Feature Focus

Patient Engagement and
Communication Platform

UnifiMD is integrated with an
amazing company that has so
much to offer. Using them will
increase revenue, optimize
efficiency and improve
patient experience. Services
include, but are not limited to:

 

Just For Fun
Pet of the month... 

Hi, my name is Ariel, I am a 7 year old

Schnoodle (Schnauzer-Poodle). I love

to go for car rides and walks!  I like it

best when Mommy takes me through

the drive through line at Dunkin’ and

buys me a donut, Mommy says I’m

spoiled. Most days you can find me

napping on the couch or in bed in a

warm blanket waiting for Mom to be

done with work so she will play with

me. 

From  Amanda - your CHS  EMR
Training & Support Specialist, Tier 2. 

2 Pain Management
Docs in GA that
purchased hosted
Lytec and UnifiMD
Medication
Management with 4
users.

One ENT Doc in TX
that purchased hosted
UnifiMD Medication
Management.

2 Medisoft upgrade
orders from a Silver
VAR

Welcome new
UnifiMD VAR Partner
to the CHS family who
is also a  TotalMD
VAR and located in
AZ.

Welcome new
UnifiMD VAR Partner
who is a Medisoft
VAR from NY!

Our Partner WINS!

We always like to hear
some success stories,
right? Here are some
recent wins:

Payment reminders,
mini text message
statements will help
reduce AR fast.

If you think any of your
customers could use any of
these services, please let me
know. I will be happy to have
to our rep, Catherine,
contact them directly. She
does all the demos, quoting
and closing.... makes it very
easy for you!


